Don’t just collect data - use it. The Hexagon US Federal Facilities Overview of Customers, Utilities and Services (FOCUS) puts you in control of your data. FOCUS is a geospatially enabled single-source web portal designed to provide installation decision makers and tenants with situational awareness and actionable information about installations, facilities, and components through the integration and visualization of data sources from various systems of record.

FOCUS is not another system for data input, but rather serves as a data integration framework for critical decision planning and support. Whether the goal is to reduce energy usage, annual work plan development, real property audit readiness, investment strategy development, or installation realignment and consolidation planning, if the data is collected, you can put it into FOCUS.

FOCUS provides geospatial integration of Hexagon and other government record data sources including:

- Facility quality and mission ratings from Installation Status Report (ISR)
- Real property inventory data (US Army GFEBS*) including facility occupancy, space utilization, and floor plans
- Energy consumption and Utility Monitoring Control System (UMCS) data integration
- Utility bill information, including mock bills for energy awareness
- Work management and maintenance order costs by facility and aggregation by installation
- Facility photos
- Environmental documents (asbestos surveys, spill control plans)

* General Funds Enterprise Business System

Energy Conservation

FOCUS is designed to give all energy users—not just the energy manager—the power to conserve energy and help the installation achieve Net Zero goals, save resources, reduce the installation “footprint” on the environment, and raise awareness of your customers. In FOCUS, energy users can monitor their facility’s energy usage over time. Sidebar statistics compare consumption to installation averages and baselines per government mandates.

When the energy data doesn’t make sense, additional tabs offer the context to understand the data. With a few clicks, the power to save energy is in the hands of every FOCUS user.

Infrastructure Realignment Planning

FOCUS is designed to give all mission planners the ability to identify installation land and facilities with the requisite resources needed to achieve mission success and identify installation facility lifecycle costs and capacity as part of realignment or consolidation planning. In FOCUS, mission planners can view land or facility design usage, components, and capacity. Sidebar metrics compare facility utilization and component resources to mission needs. Additionally, data...
by Facility Type on square footage repurposed or demolished (planned & historical) assists decisions toward “Reduce the Footprint” actions.

By integrating, aggregating, and visualizing mission, financial, and infrastructure data, FOCUS can serve as an efficient and effective means to support Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) planning and analysis. Inclusion of environmental data serves to facilitate avoidance of environmental impact costs associated with planned realignment or closure decisions. Putting data in FOCUS helps to ensure decisions to reshape installations where Armed Forces perform their missions increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the military infrastructure.

Eight Reasons to Get in FOCUS

1. US Army Networthiness Certified (CoN 201620337) and available via CHESS
2. Simplifies analysis for large amounts of critical data
3. Click-on-map interface for quick and easy access to all facility information
4. Integrates data from disparate systems for decision-quality information and situational awareness through a single web portal
5. Promotes energy consumption awareness
6. Enables cost-savings by identifying energy problem areas and users
7. Provides a comprehensive view of the installation for leadership decision-making
8. Displays capital improvements and maintenance historical project and cost data for effective facility investment planning

Expert Consulting & Services

Hexagon US Federal offers a wide range of services to support our solutions, which assist with your installation management initiatives. We employ a combination of expert consulting and industry-standard software to increase productivity and reduce costs, while meeting your business objectives and complying with reporting requirements and initiatives. Our solutions and services help streamline workflow processes, facilitate fast and accurate reporting, ensure standards compliance, and open a host of other improvements – all of which maximize your efficiency and support operational sustainability goals.
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